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Introduction:

A regiment of UN peacekeepers wearing the distinctive “Blue helmet”

The blue helmet has long been the signature trademark of the United Nations

peacekeeping branch. With more than 120 countries contributing with hundreds of

thousands of troops in over 70 missions, the peacekeeping branch has been one of the

largest cooperative global military initiatives; provided the peacekeepers aren’t actually

a military group.

Currently, with the international community still recovering from the COVID-19

pandemic, the UN has had to meet a much larger demand for aid, all of which has led to

budgetary conflicts (including budget cuts due to the increased spending on medical aid

worldwide) within the different branches of the organisation. This has caused much

controversy towards the peacekeeping branch, leading many to ask the question “What

is the role of peacekeepers in conflict zones? And are they even worth it?”
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Definition of Key Terms:
1. Responsibility To Protect (R2P): A globally adopted principle that places the

responsibility to protect civilian populations from Mass Atrocity Crimes.

2. Mass Atrocity Crimes: Large-scale, systematic crimes against civilian

populations, many of which are also violations of international humanitarian law

or statutes such as the Rome Statute and the Geneva Conventions. There exist

4 such crimes: Genocide, War crimes, Crimes against humanity and Ethnic

cleansing.

3. Interstate Conflict: Conflict occurring between different sovereign states.

4. Intrastate Conflict: Conflict occurring within one sovereign state with different

political parties/rebellious groups divided.

5. Safe zone: A secured region in a war-torn region, generally protected by an

active platoon of law enforcement troops (or UN Peacekeepers in this context).

6. Sovereignty: A principle predicated on the idea that a government has the right

to freely operate its intrastate and foreign affairs without outside interference.

Background Information

The R2P (Responsibility to protect)

The responsibility to protect is an international

principle that outlines the ethical responsibility of all

governing bodies to keep their populations safe from

mass atrocity crimes and threats of such significance. It is

also a large influence over the UN Peacekeeper

mandate, governing some of the core peacekeeping

principles.
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The three R2P pillars

Pillar I: The protection responsibilities of the state – "Each individual state

has the responsibility to protect its population from genocide, war crimes, ethnic

cleansing, and crimes against humanity"

Pillar II: International assistance and capacity-building – States pledge to

assist each other in their protection responsibilities

Pillar III: Timely and decisive collective response – If any state is

"manifestly failing" in its protection responsibilities, then states should take

collective action to protect the population.

[Wikipedia - R2P, 3 Pillars (Verbatim)]

Purpose & Limits of the R2P

One of the biggest challenges surrounding peacekeeping missions is

respecting the sanctity of national sovereignty while still effectively neutralising

the threats and violations of international law, humanitarian and otherwise. The

R2P ensures any and all measures that need to be taken are validated,

preventing political backlash and empowering the peacekeeping forces

regardless of their non-military identity. Simply put, the R2P is a big part of the

reason why the UN Peacekeeping force has the ability to act on behalf of the UN,

even though it doesn’t bear the identity of a military organisation.

While it seems the R2P empowers peacekeeping forces, it can obstruct

the actions that need to be taken to suppress hostile forces. Along with the rest

of the peacekeeping mandate, the R2P prevents troops from firing the first shot.
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This can incapacitate the force and limit the effectiveness of peacekeeping

missions.

Purpose of peacekeeping

Peacekeeping addresses three specific chapters of the UN Charter: Chapter VI,

Chapter VII and Chapter VIII. Missions often include establishing & maintaining

ceasefires, transporting groups of asylum seekers, escorting shipments and transports,

facilitating elections and distributing electoral results/information. While they are armed,

they generally carry non-lethal weaponry – however, some missions call for lethal

firearms – and can only fire in self-defence or if crucial to completing their mission

objectives (i.e. to protect civilians).

The UN Peacekeeping Mandate

The specifics of a UN Peacekeeping mandate vary from mission to mission,

however, a few key elements remain constant. Some of the mission objectives of

peacekeeping missions are stated below:

1) Diplomatic Conflict Prevention - Easing intrastate/interstate tensions via

diplomacy

2) Peacemaking - The act of facilitating negotiations between opposing parties of an

ongoing conflict with aims to subside the impacts on the population.

3) Peace enforcement/Peacekeeping - Working to enforce international legislation

and maintaining the integrity of global statutes including the Rome statute and

the Geneva Conventions.

4) Peacebuilding - Long-term strategies aimed at maintaining peaceful relations in

regions post-conflict.
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A chart illustrating the actions that are most appropriate for the different stages of conflict.

It is important to note that of all of these major components of peacekeeping

mandates, the missions can never be to defuse conflict in any sovereign region. That is

recognised as potentially violating the sovereignty of the governing body of a state.

While this does dampen the potential that the peacekeeping arm of the UN would’ve

had, this policy is the very thing maintaining the peacekeeping program's status as a

legal global peacekeeping organisation. If peacekeeping operations had the ability to

alter/disband any functions in a sovereign country (even if it was for the betterment of

the people - i.e. restricting arms trade), it could be seen by some states as

infringements on the sovereignty of that state, which would lead to complications with

the International Court of Justice (the judicial branch of the UN) and raise the issue of
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the threat that UN peacekeeping operations posed to the integrity of national

sovereignty.

To take an example, in China, there have been many cases of alleged violations

of the human rights of Uyghur Muslims. If a conflict were to break out in the region and

peacekeepers were deployed, an ethical dilemma would invoke a conflict of objectives

in the UN Charter (which prohibits human rights violations) and the preservation of

national sovereignty (as freeing the prisoners would violate a direct act of the Chinese

government); this situation is what must be avoided, thus resulting in the policies that

bound the peacekeeping branch today.

The Rwandan genocide

As explained above, the relation between sovereignty and ethics is a fickle

subject; capable of causing conundrums great enough that most delegations in the

UNSC rather take the risk and authorise missions that would likely result in failure. One

example is the Rwandan genocide, which spanned almost 100 days; at its height, in just

one month between 800 thousand to a million civilians were massacred, and the

peacekeepers that were sent were powerless to stop it. During pre-deployment training,

the peacekeepers received orders to evacuate foreigners and establish “safe zones” for

the local victims, other than those two primary directives they were strictly prohibited

from participating in the conflict; after all, they are not a military force. As a result, the

2500 peacekeepers that were deployed there had to watch hundreds of thousands of

locals being slaughtered. When considering ethics and the humanitarian perspective,

this mission failed the peacekeeping prime directive: Protect those who cannot protect

themselves.

Current Situation
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This section will be an overview of the current influences on Peacekeeping

missions. A multitude of ethical, political, economic and cultural factors call for a

similarly vast variety of roles for peacekeepers to play.

Ethical influences

As discussed above, in the contexts of both the situation in Xinjiang and during

the Rwandan civil war, the ethical responsibilities called upon by the R2P often evoke a

sense of disappointment among peacekeepers. Mission mandates often explicitly forbid

participating in ongoing conflicts to any degree past what is stated; even if this means

doing nothing when one can do something. This can make peacekeeping a morally

ambiguous career, but on a larger scale, it can cause the role that peacekeeping plays

into question.

Political influences

It is by virtue of the contradictory nature of ethical and political objectives that the

question of the effectiveness of peacekeeping is brought up today. Unfortunately, these

mutually exclusive principles can’t simply be overcome, rather the UN has worked to

meticulously overcome the smaller obstacles that prevent more successful

peacekeeping missions. Since the first peacekeeping mission in 1948, countless

revisions of the mission mandates have been made, all of which with the aim to surpass

the challenges that maintaining political sovereignty has. At this point in time,

peacekeeping missions exist with a much larger scope of operations – ranging from

post-conflict reinforcement to evacuations and “safe zone” establishment.

Economic influences

Financial repercussions of the global COVID-19 pandemic have rippled through

to the United Nations. As a collective organisation, not individual countries, the UN

receives funding from unaffiliated sources (essentially, not through a contract by a

member but from an “external” source). As a result, many countries have decided to

redirect funds that were previously allocated to the UN to support their populations
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through this pandemic. This has placed many UN committees in a huge deficit with

budget cuts going as far as 50%. The UNHCR (UN High Commissioner for Refugees)

operated on just over 47% of its original budget, forcing the withdrawal of several

projects in their infancy. The UN is currently operating with approximately 60% of its

regular financial strength. This has led to cuts in the mission budgets for certain mission

plans and active/deployed missions.

Cultural influences

Prior to deployment, all peacekeepers undergo extensive combat training, policy

training and cultural training. As a part of the pre-mission process, cultural familiarity

training is mandatory and ensures less cultural friction between locals and

peacekeepers. Retired officers who served in Rwanda stated they had to adjust their

mission objectives to work alongside local communities. For example, as children were

considered sacred in the local culture, hostility in the form of child soldiers had to be

dealt with in a different method as opposed to rogue militia groups. Other than in a

humanitarian context, some countries value sovereignty and privacy more than others,

making it a sensitive matter that is safeguarded in the interests of both the international

community and the UN. Another political aspect of peacekeeping is that they aren’t

classified as a military group, so they aren’t privy to the same treatment/hostility or the

same access to resources, significantly impacting their role in conflicts.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

The United Nations Security Council

The UNSC plays a major role in the process of creating and approving new

peacekeeping missions. Here is a brief overview of the process so delegates can

understand which stages are to be targeted for amending and modifying:
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1) A country makes a plea or the UNSC receives requests/information about a

specific war.

2) Resolutions specifying the objectives of the mission are drafted, and the

governing body of the country gives consent for a peacekeeping mission.

3) If a resolution passes, the mission progresses out of the UNSC

4) The 5th general assembly (GA 5), mostly in charge of finances and budgeting,

allocates a budget and the needed resources for the mission in line with the

mandate.

5) The Department of Peace Operations (DPO) allocates personnel, clearances,

climate-specific training, gear, rations and all other tangible resources (plus

training).

6) The selected troops are armed with the standardised non-lethal weaponry (or

lethal firearms if the mandate specifies) and deployed to the target region.

The length of this process, though it is already quite efficient, is often blamed for

the lack of quick-response times from the UN; as mentioned above. However, it is clear

that the legal proceeding and procedure that is in place must be followed to prevent any

corruption, misleading mission objectives, and to protect sovereignty.

The Arab Republic of Egypt

In 1967, during a conflict over rights to the Suez Canal, the Egyptian government pulled

out their consent for a peacekeeper regiment being deployed in Egypt or Gaza. Having

reached the final stages of approval, the operation had already consumed hundreds of

thousands of dollars of funding, many scarce human resources and time. It was declared

that the mission was to be cancelled around May/June in 1967, and till this day it remains

one of the biggest wastes of money, resources and time; an unforgettable stain on the

reputation of the United Nations.

Rwanda, Somalia, Angola (Failed Missions)
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These missions contained many technicalities, legalities and small errors which

eventually brought down the whole mission; delegates are highly recommended to base

their resolution drafting on preventing such occurrences (including the incident with

Egypt’s withdrawal too).

Guatemala, Mozambique, Liberia (Successful Missions)

Similarly, the methodology that was implemented to ensure the success of these

missions should be studied and then replicated through new policies or legislation

regarding the process mentioned above regarding peacekeeping missions.

UN Involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

Delegates can find the mandates and resolutions specific to certain retired

peacekeeping missions via UN databases (i.e. The documents relating to the Rwandan

mission can be found here); the links provided below, however, are general guidelines

to peacekeeping missions in the form of past UNSC resolutions.

● Security Council resolution 1325 (2000) (Women empowerment and security)

● Security Council resolution 1612 (2005) (Children and armed conflict)

● Security Council resolution 1674 (2006) (Protection of civilians)*

*IMPORTANT

Possible Solutions

Delegates should account for the different aspects of the issue in separate

clauses, generally smaller actions that would secure and stabilise the sub-issues. (i.e. A

clause dedicated to funding to address the instability in funding). These clauses would

also act as contingencies to a larger central solution which addresses most if not all of

the core issues that can be identified.
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❖ Some examples of those central clauses include:

1) Drafting a treaty in the UNSC (to be presented in the UN General Assembly so

member states can ratify) in which each individual country can define the acts it

deems acceptable for peacekeeping operations to include during times of

declared war.

a) This binding agreement would define what can be included in the mission

mandate over that geographical territory, even if it infringes on sovereignty.

b) Think of it as countries giving the UN binding consent to fulfil certain

ethical duties when a country is under duress. Hence protecting both the

UN from legal issues and the country’s sovereignty in that it was their

choice to allow the respective acts.

2) Increasing the partnership between UN peacekeepers and local NGOs.

a) They are more familiar with the locality and the resources available,

furthermore, they can help minimise translation issues, and

miscommunication, and ease cultural differences.

b) By broadening their cultural awareness, the missions can slowly become

more accustomed to different cultures with minimal local support.

3) Creating legislation which aims to increase the recruitment of soldiers and

civilians from the armed forces and associated departments to aid and join the

peacekeeping force.

a) Essentially assimilating global armies with the blue helmets to overcome

manpower shortages

Good luck with clause writing, delegates!
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